BHARATI KEMRAJ, BHARATI DANCE ACADEMY FOUNDER, SHOWCASED HENNA ART DESIGNS AND SEVERAL BOLLYWOOD AND SEMI-CLASSICAL DANCE PERFORMANCES AS COMMUNITY MEMBERS AND YOUTH WATCHED THE DOCUMENTARY ‘LET’S GET THE RHYTHM’ ABOUT HAND-CLAPPING GAMES PERFORMED BY YOUTH GIRLS, AN ART THAT INCORPORATES VERBAL DEXTERITY WITH INTERLOCKING RHYTHMIC HAND PATTERNS

Women Telling Stories Through Movement

By Robert Wirsing

The Bronx Music Heritage Center and City Lore recently hosted the ‘Bronx Rising! Talk to the Hand: Women Telling Stories Through Movement’ event featuring many hand art forms through which women around the world express themselves and tell their stories and the documentary ‘Let’s Get the Rhythm’ about hand-clapping games performed.
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